Orient: A Novel

Amazon Best Mystery of 2015A gripping
novel of culture clash and murder: as
summer draws to a close, a small Long
Island town is gripped by a series of
mysterious deathsand one young man, a
loner taken in by a local, tries to piece
together the crimes before his own time
runs out.Orient is an isolated town on the
north fork of Long Island, its future as a
historic village newly threatened by the
arrival of wealthy transplants from
Manhattanmany of them artists. One late
summer morning, the body of a local
caretaker is found in the open water; the
same day, a monstrous animal corpse is
found on the beach, presumed a casualty
from a nearby research lab. With rumors
flying, eyes turn to Mills Cheverna
tumbleweed orphan newly arrived in town
from the west with no ties and a hazy
history. As the deaths continue and fear in
town escalates, Mills is enlisted by Beth,
an Orient native in retreat from Manhattan,
to help her uncover the truth. With the
clock ticking, Mills and Beth struggle to
find answers, faced with a killer they may
not be able to outsmart.Rich with character
and incident, yet deeply suspenseful,
Orient marks the emergence of a novelist
of enormous talent.

The World of Henry Orient: A Novel [Nora Johnson] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Teenagers Val and
Marian discover friendship andOrient: A Novel Christopher Bollen ISBN: 9780062329950 Kostenloser Versand fur
alle Bucher mit Versand und Verkauf duch Amazon.A gripping novel of culture clash and murder: as summer draws to a
close, a small Orient is an isolated town on the north fork of Long Island, its future as aThe Pearl of the Orient: A Novel
[Bahram Ameli] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Set amid the ill-fated metropolis of Saigon during the Here
is a book that wants it all literary hurrahs as much as biblical quantities of readers, the holy grail of that most hopeful of
subgenres, the This is a roundabout way of offering a very gently negative review of the literary thriller Orient, the
second novel by Christopher Bollen a But this is a big, dark, chilling novel and what really informs it is Bollens
mastery of the two cultures that come to battle in the northeasternmostA gripping novel of culture clash and murder: As
summer draws to a close, a small Long Island town is gripped by a series of mysterious deaths - and one young When
the book opens it is almost immediately apparent that that hope has been thwarted: I came to Orient and left two months
later guilty of The Orient of Bollens novel is of course Orient Point, the town at the eastern-most tip of Long Islands
less fashionable North Fork thinkAmazon Best Mystery of 2015. A gripping novel of culture clash and murder: as
summer draws to a close, a small Long Island town is gripped by a series ofTemporarily out of stock. Order now and
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well deliver when available. Well e-mail you with an estimated delivery date as soon as we have more
information.Editorial Reviews. Review. Engrossing.[t]he characters are drawn in vivid detail, and the Orient: A Novel Kindle edition by Christopher Bollen. Download itBlood and Oil in the Orient was the first book written by Essad Bey,
penname for Lev Nussimbaum (190542). The book was first published in 1929 when EssadOrient is an isolated town on
the north fork of Long Island, its future as a historic village newly threatened by the arrival of wealthy transplants from
ManhattanLisa said: The movie The World of Henry Orient was one of my favorites when I Sure, its a book about
13-year-old girls, but its also a brilliant coming-of-age
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